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IntRoDUCtIon

Like many others, I’ve faced numerous
challenges over the years that have caused me
to question my destiny and my life purpose.
As such, I have spent many days, weeks, and
months feeling uncertain and confused. However, in the midst of this uncertainty and confusion, I’ve always had something I could count
on to get me through the day . . . something
I could rely on and turn to for inspiration and
hope. Through all of my ups and downs, my
trusty deck of oracle cards has been my kind
and faithful friend.
When I feel that I have nowhere else to
turn, my cards are always there to give me accurate guidance and support. Whenever I need
reassurance from Source (God/Universe/Spirit/
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Divine) and confirmation that I’m on the right
path, they affirm my inner knowing and remind me that I’m not alone. Words cannot adequately convey the many cherished moments
I’ve spent with my cards, and the many tears
I’ve cried due to their accuracy and kindness.
They are my reliable and faithful allies, and
they never let me down.
As a numerologist for more than 20 years,
I have experienced the profound influence
“numbers” have had over my own life. In fact, a
numerology reading at the age of 21 was so astonishingly accurate, insightful, and beneficial
to me that I decided to investigate the numbers
further in a quest to turn my life around. Ever
since that day, numerology has helped me become a better person, improve my life circumstances, and manifest my dreams with greater
ease. Now it is my intention that numerology
enables you to do the same.
As a numerologist and dedicated user of
oracle cards, I found it only natural to combine my two favorite self-help tools for selfempowerment, guidance, and support to create
this deck of cards. By using two of the most
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ancient and powerful forms of divination together, side by side, you can obtain additional
information and insight to assist you on your
path. By amalgamating the mystical guidance
of oracle cards with the age-old wisdom of numerology, the Numerology Guidance Cards will
allow you to reap the benefits of both worlds
and “feed two birds with one scone.”
I’ve created these Numerology Guidance
Cards because it is my wish that this deck of
cards will do for you what mine has done for
me. I’ve written and designed each and every
card with love, and the intention that when
you’re feeling uncertain and confused, the cards
will bring you clarity and hope . . . when you’re
feeling insecure and self-conscious, they’ll reflect your beauty and perfection . . . and when
you’re feeling lonely and afraid, they’ll reassure
you that you’re not alone.
Since you have the power to actualize your
dreams, I’ve designed each card to inspire you
to make those dreams come true. This deck
will point you in a direction that supports your
greater good, but most of all, it was created to
give you a dependable and gentle ally. Trust in
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these cards, and I promise you that they will
never let you down. Like a straight-talking
friend, they may not always tell you what you
want to hear, but they have your best interests
at heart and are always on your side.
As you go through ups and downs, and experience the trials and tribulations of life, all I
ask is that you be kind to yourself along the way
and treat yourself like a friend. If you become
aware of the numbers in your “Personal Numerology Profile,”* you can use numerology to
obtain a deeper understanding, acceptance, and
appreciation of yourself (and others) so you can
create a better quality of life. For it is only in the
understanding, acceptance, and appreciation of
the present that you can create a better future.
From the bottom of my heart, I thank you
for embarking on this magical journey with me.
Love and blessings,
Michelle
* To learn how to calculate your “Personal Numerology Profile” from your date of birth and name, please
consult my book, The Numerology Guidebook (Hay
House, 2013).
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I NSTRUCTIONS FOR
WORKING WITH THE
NUMEROLOGY
GUIDANCE CARDS
You were born with the ability to access
your Divine inner guidance to get answers
and direction at any given time; however,
there are times when you may question its
accuracy. There are also moments when
you may get so caught up in a situation that
you can’t see the forest for the trees, so your
inner guidance is hazy, blocked, or confused.
It’s on occasions like these that the Numerology Guidance Cards become the ultimate
tools of divination, providing confirmation
and clarity.
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When you’re in need of answers and direction, these cards bridge the gap between
your inner wisdom and the “universal wisdom of All That Is” through the ancient energy of numbers. In Western Pythagorean
numerology, numbers are energy vibrations
that significantly influence your life. Aside
from those in your “Personal Numerology
Profile” (calculated from your date of birth
and name), the numbers that are currently
influencing your life the most will show up
in these cards. Through the universal Law of
Attraction, you will automatically draw the
ones that are a direct vibrational match to
your current situation.
Upon shuffling the cards and asking a
question, you will automatically attract the
perfect cards for you—those that will reveal
your potential outcomes and opportunities,
along with the issues (patterns/blocks/fears)
that are holding you back from success. Because your past affects your present (whether
you’re aware of it or not), the cards will uncover any unresolved issues that are influencing your choices today.
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Based on your current thoughts and behaviors, the Numerology Guidance Cards will
also uncover any conscious or subconscious
blocks that are impeding the manifestation
of your goals. Once these blocks have been
identified and removed, you can begin to improve your life and actualize your dreams.
This card deck wasn’t designed to predict your future but rather to help you create
the future you desire. Since one of the key
ingredients for successful manifestation via
the Law of Attraction is to live in consistent
alignment with Source Energy (or the Universe, the Divine, or whatever term you wish
to use) through positive thought and emotion, the cards will point out the areas in
your life that may be taking you out of alignment. Once these areas have been identified
and aligned, you will be well on your way to
manifesting your dreams.
Everything in the Universe is composed
of energy; and every number, sound, color,
word, and sacred geometrical shape has its
own unique vibration: the higher its vibration, the greater its ability to enhance your
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connection to Source. This is why all of the
44 cards in the deck feature specific numbers,
colors, and words that vibrate at their highest
potential, along with two sacred-geometry
symbols—the “Merkaba” star tetrahedron (as
seen on the card front) and the “Flower of
Life” (as seen on the card box cover and card
back)—since both of these symbols illustrate
the universal spirit and connectedness of all
life and assist in raising your vibration.
The higher your vibration, the easier it
will be to receive clear and accurate guidance
from Divine beings (including spirit guides
and angels), as well as your higher self.
Upon viewing the Merkaba and Flower
of Life symbols, you energetically open your
heart to physical and emotional healing.
These ancient sacred-geometry symbols will
also help return you to your original higher
state of consciousness, which is why they are
depicted on each card.
If you’re new to the journey of enlightenment and are viewing these symbols for
the first time, the adjustment may be so subtle that you probably won’t even notice. On
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the other hand, if you’re highly in tune with
your energetic field, you may experience a
powerful and profound recognition on either
a conscious or subconscious level. Regardless
of your response, energetic adjustments are
still being made on a soul level to facilitate
your spiritual growth.

Blessing and Connecting with
Your Cards
Upon opening your Numerology Guidance
Cards, take a little time to connect to, and
blend your energy with, the deck. Look at
and touch each of the 44 cards. Study their
numbers, words, colors, and symbols; and
allow yourself to tune in to their individual
energies, affirmations, and meanings. You’re
about to embark on a deep and meaningful
friendship with these cards. They will always
be there when you need them, and they will
never let you down. So take some time to get
to know them, and create an energetic bond.
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You may wish to meditate or reflect upon
the Merkaba and Flower of Life symbols or
a particular card’s color and number to enhance your connection to the Divine, raise
your energy vibration, or form a deeper connection with the deck. You may also choose
to meditate upon a particular affirmation;
statement; or word such as Self-Discipline,
Compassion, or Forgiveness to enhance certain traits, intentions, or behaviors within
yourself.
When you are ready, hold your cards in
your hands and tell them about your intentions, hopes, and dreams. Then place them
against your heart and affirm your intention
to connect. While doing so, perform the following five-minute visualization to seal your
energetic alliance for all time.

Five-Minute Visualization
Close your eyes and imagine a golden
white light surrounding you and your cards,
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connecting you with the Divine. Call upon
God, Archangel Michael, your spirit guides,
your guardian angels, and departed loved
ones to surround you with love and protection. Imagine a cord from the top of your
head connecting you with the heavens, and
another cord from the bottom of your spine
connecting you to the center of Mother
Earth. Feel your energy vibration rising, and
your heart expanding with love. See your
aura being cleansed, centered, and protected
as you prepare to give a card reading.
Next, imagine yourself giving clear and
accurate readings to yourself and others,
and improving many lives as a result. See
yourself and others as “happy, healthy, and
healed” because you’re on the right path
and are making dreams come true. Experience the joy, gratitude, and relief that come
from knowing that all is well, and feel the
confirmation from Spirit that you are never
on your own. Then as you come out of your
visualization, say the following prayer:
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Universal Source of All That Is, I thank you for
the opportunity to connect to you through these
cards. I request your guidance and protection
during all of my readings; and ask that they
be accurate, speciﬁc, and clear for the greater
good of all. Please help me intuitively interpret
the true meaning behind these cards so I can
improve my quality of life and that of others.
Thank you for your love, protection, and guidance.
And so it is. Amen.

Using the Cards
There are no set rules when it comes to
using the cards, and you can never make a
mistake. Although an understanding of numerology will certainly improve your ability
to interpret the number meanings of each
card, you don’t need to be a numerologist or
have any prior experience with oracle cards
to give accurate and meaningful readings.
All you have to do is get comfortable and relaxed, and trust that you’ll be guided toward
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the perfect cards for you and others. Believing in yourself, the cards, and your relationship with the Divine is the number one key
to a clear and accurate reading.
Every card you draw is significant, even
if it appears to have no relevance whatsoever
to the question you’ve asked. Even though
you may not understand its meaning at the
time, pay close attention to its message, and
acknowledge it with an open mind. Your
cards will often identify areas in need of your
attention that, when taken seriously and addressed, can improve your situation and your
quality of life.
When interpreting the cards, it’s important to think outside the box to see the
bigger picture. When you’re open to abstract
and hidden messages, you will uncover the
deeper meaning behind the reading.
For example, if you were to ask the cards:
“Will I have a romantic relationship this
year?” and then draw the “61, Self-Love”
card, the deeper meaning would be: You will
attract a romantic relationship when you learn
to love yourself.
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On another occasion you may ask the
cards: “Will I find a better job within six
months?” and then draw the “32, Music”
card. As a result, you may wonder, What on
earth does music have to do with finding a new
job? However, when you think outside the
box, you’ll discover the deeper underlying
meaning, which in this particular example
happens to be: By listening to music you enjoy,
you will raise your energy vibration, which in
turn will enable you to attract a better job.
Upon interpreting the meaning of one
card or an overall reading, it’s also important
to pay attention to your intuition, thoughts,
and feelings—as well as any visions, words,
and symbols that arise—to gain additional
insight and understanding. Also, be sure to
trust each message you’re given regardless of
how irrelevant or insignificant it may seem.
With practice, you will come to understand
the meaning behind each card, and create
your own interpretation of what it means to
you. Before you know it, you’ll be a pro and
won’t need this guidebook at all.
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It’s important to trust yourself and the
cards you’ve chosen, because you’ve attracted them for a reason. Regardless of what they
say, know that you have the ability to change
your future in an instant with your thoughts
and beliefs. Your cards are simply pointing
you in the best direction to help you manifest your dreams.

Affirmations
Within this guidebook you will see an
affirmation beneath every card description.
An affirmation is a positive, present-tense
statement that when spoken, visualized, or
meditated upon regularly can assist you in
attracting those particular circumstances
into your life. Since you have the power to
attract what you think and speak about the
most, affirmations are powerful tools that
can help you accomplish your goals and improve your life.
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Within this deck, each affirmation relates directly to the meaning of the card in
your reading, and it’s up to you whether
you choose to use it or not. Feel free to read
through the guidebook and use the ones you
like to assist you on your path. Why not give
it a go? You might be amazed by the results.

How to Do a Reading
Although it isn’t necessary, you may
wish to begin each reading with the prayer
from the Five-Minute Visualization to ensure
your protection and to enhance your connection to Source. Then take a moment to
center yourself, clarify your question, and
merge your energy with the cards. When
you’re ready, shuffle them while asking your
question out loud or in your mind. It makes
no difference to Spirit how you pose your
question, as it is heard either way. If you’re
performing a reading for someone else, request that the person ask his or her question
silently or out loud. The query can be general
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or specific; however, questions such as these
tend to get the best results:
Universal Source of All That Is, please tell
me . . .
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•

What do I need to do to improve
my quality of life?

•

What do I need to work on to
restore my health/get a better job/
manifest abundance/attract a love
relationship?

•

What do I need to focus on today,
this week, this month, or this
year?

•

How I can improve my [fill in the
blank]?

•

What can I expect if I continue on
this path?

•

What am I currently learning at
this time?
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There is no set time limit when it comes
to how long you need to shuffle the cards.
Simply stop shuffling when it feels right. If
one or two cards jump out or fall from the
deck, place them to the side to be included
in your reading.

Clarifying Your Question
It’s also important to be completely honest and direct about your intentions and
motivations during a reading, as the cards/
numbers will respond to your true question
or desire. For example, you may ask whether
a business endeavor with a client you met
through work will be successful, when what
you really want to know is whether there is
the potential for love and romance with this
person. In cases such as these, the cards will
respond by answering your hidden question
or secret agenda. Therefore, it’s best to be clear
about your question before you ask the cards.
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Selecting Your Cards
After shuffling, you have three options
with respect to selecting your cards. All you
have to do is choose the option that suits you
best. There’s no right or wrong; it’s simply a
matter of personal preference. No matter what,
through the universal Law of Attraction, you
will select the perfect cards.
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•

Option 1: Fan your cards out,
and randomly choose the
number of cards you require for
the type of reading you choose
(see next section).

•

Option 2: Select the cards from
the top of the deck and place
them in order according to
your chosen spread.

•

Option 3: Split the deck into
two or three piles. Choose the
deck you feel drawn to and
pull the number of cards you
require from the top.
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Types of Card Readings
When selecting the type of reading
you’d like to perform, once again you have
three options. All you have to do is choose
the reading that works best for you.

Single-Card Reading
Upon shuffling and choosing your cardselection option, take one card from the deck
to address your question or to represent your
subject of inquiry. It will either answer your
question directly or identify the action you
must take in order to improve the situation
or attract the outcome you desire.

Single-card sample reading
QUESTION:
“What can I do to improve my state of health?”
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ANSWER:
Card 96, Forgiveness
This card indicates a need to forgive
yourself and others for any past actions that
may have caused you pain. By drawing this
card, you are being encouraged to heal any
unresolved anger, jealousy, resentment, or
guilt that is blocking your success. Emotions
such as these are toxic to your body and hold
you back from attracting a joyful, harmonious life. For the sake of your health and future happiness, you must forgive the past.

Three-Card Reading
Upon shuffling, and then choosing your
card-selection option, take three cards from
the deck and lay them down left to right,
with the pictures facing up. These cards can
either be read as a “3 Points of View” or a
“Situation, Action, Outcome” answer. How
you choose to read them is entirely up to you.
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In a “3 Points of View” interpretation, all
three cards combined provide the answer to
your question, whereas in a “Situation, Action, Outcome” interpretation, the cards will
be read like so:
•

Card 1: Represents the current
situation

•

Card 2: Represents the action
that is required to achieve the
outcome you desire

•

Card 3: Represents the final
outcome, should you follow the
second option

3 Points of View sample reading
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QUESTION:
“What do I need to do to
attract ﬁnancial abundance?”
ANSWER:
1st Card: 48, Financial Discipline
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2nd Card: 8, Manifestation
3rd Card: 93, Happy Ending
Based on your current thoughts and
behavior, your unhealthy relationship with
money and lack of disciplined spending habits are preventing you from attaining financial security and abundance. However, since
the Universe is abundant, and there is plenty
to go around, there are myriad opportunities for you to increase your financial flow.
Using the universal Law of Attraction, you
can manifest financial security and abundance through your thoughts, emotions, and
behavior. With a healthy attitude toward
money and consistent financial discipline,
you will attract abundance like a magnet,
which will enrich your life in many ways.

Situation, Action, Outcome
sample reading
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QUESTION:
“Will I ever run my own business as a healer?”
ANSWER:
1st Card (Current Situation): 2, Patience
2nd Card (Action Required):
57, Teaching and Learning
3rd Card (Final Outcome): 78, Spiritual Career
Based on your current thoughts and behavior, your situation reveals that patience
is required in order to attract the outcome
you desire. This isn’t a time to take action;
rather, you need to go within to remove all
fears and limiting beliefs that are standing
in your way—for it is in the stillness that you
will discover the next logical step to take. In
the meantime, additional study may be required, so focus your attention on acquiring
knowledge and building your self-confidence
as a teacher. Should you follow this advice,
in Divine timing and order you will reach
your desired outcome and embark on a spiritual career path (perhaps as a self-employed
healer).
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Special Note: Always remember to give
thanks after each and every reading.

Multiple-Card-Deck Reading
The Numerology Guidance Cards can also
be used with other card decks, such as angel
or tarot cards, for added insight and information. For example, you could lay down a row
of three numerology cards followed by a row
of three angel or tarot cards. If you’re feeling
particularly adventurous, you may choose to
lay down rows from all three types of decks or
bring in additional ones.

Create Your Own Reading
The readings listed in this guidebook are
by no means the only ones you can perform
with the Numerology Guidance Cards. Feel
free to create your own and draw as many
cards as you wish. You may even opt to
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experiment with other card spreads you may
have discovered elsewhere.

Fallen Cards
While you’re shuffling or dealing your
cards, should one or two happen to fall from
the deck, please be aware that this isn’t simply an accident or coincidence. These cards
require your attention and have an important message to share. Whether they relate
directly to your subject of inquiry or not,
include them in your reading and pay attention to their meaning.

Upside-Down Cards
While laying down your cards, should
one appear upside down, leave it as it is.
Whenever an upside-down card appears in
a reading for yourself or another, it indicates a particular area that requires special
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consideration. Regardless of whether or not
these cards are related to your subject of inquiry, this is the Divine’s way of emphasizing
a point and getting your attention.

Clearing Your Cards
It’s perfectly acceptable to let others
handle your cards; however, if you’ve performed multiple readings in a row or have
worked with someone in an extremely negative mood or emotional state, it’s wise to give
your cards a breath of fresh air by clearing
the deck. This can be achieved by smudging the deck (as well as the area where you
conduct your readings) with the smoke from
burning sage.
Placing a crystal such as clear quartz or
amethyst on top of your deck in between
readings is another way to clear your cards, as
is visualizing your deck surrounded by white
light and calling upon Archangel Michael to
clear away any negative or stagnant energy.
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Another option is to “knock” any stagnant energy from the cards by holding them in your
nondominant hand and giving them one
solid punch from the fist of your other hand.

Storing Your Cards
The Numerology Guidance Cards are your
kind and faithful friends, and they’re infused with your intentions, hopes, dreams,
and energetic imprint. How you wish to store
them is completely up to you. It’s perfectly
fine to put them away in their original box,
and you may even elect to place a crystal of
your choice on top to keep their vibration
high and clear.
Some people prefer to store their oracle
cards in a natural material such as a wooden
box or a cotton or silk pouch. Another option is to wrap them in your favorite colored
silk cloth or scarf, since colors are energy vibrations, too, with purple being one of the
highest-vibrational colors of all.
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GENERAL M EANINGS
OF THE CARDS
In the Numerology Guidance Cards, and
numerology in general, every number between 1 and 9 has several meanings and a
color vibration. For example:
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1 (Red) New Beginnings,
Individuality, Leadership, The Self
2 (Orange) Patience, Intuition,
Partnership, Emotions
3 (Yellow) Creativity, Communication,
Self-Expression, Joy
4 (Green) Perseverance,
Environment, Discipline, Stability
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5 (Turquoise) Change, Adventure,
Life Experience, Opportunity
6 (Blue) Love, Healing, Relationships,
Family, Home
7 (Violet) Personal Growth,
Spirituality, Health, Study, Solitude
8 (Pink) Manifestation, Abundance,
Leadership, Career
9 (Purple) Completion,
Compassion, Forgiveness,
Humanitarianism
Within this 44-card deck, I have chosen
44 number and color combinations that will
reveal your present challenges and enhance
your ability to manifest your dreams. Presented in nonconsecutive order, from lowest (1) to highest (99), they are the 44 most
effective number and color combinations
to help you fi nd your way and reach your
full potential.
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This guidebook lists the general meaning for every card in the deck. Upon viewing
the numbers, titles, and colors of the cards
you’ve chosen, your higher self, spirit guides,
and angels will send you additional information and messages to accompany the meanings in the guidebook. So pay attention to
any thoughts, feelings, symbols, visions, or
voices that may pop into your head; and only
consult the guidebook once you’ve taken
those impressions into account.
Your guidebook is simply a tool to help
you familiarize yourself with the cards and
their meanings. By no means does it provide
the only interpretation of a card. In time,
you may discover your own interpretations
and meanings. Either way, be sure to pay attention to your intuition at all times, and put
trust in your relationship with the cards and
your connection to the Divine.
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Additional Points to Note
In numerology, 13, 14, 16, and 19 are
considered “Karmic Debt Numbers,” which
indicate specific challenges that need to be
overcome. Also, repeated-digit numbers such
as 11, 22, 33, and so on are known as “Master Numbers” carrying specific meanings.
For example, 11 is known as the “Spiritual
Messenger”; 22, the “Master Builder”; and 33,
“The Cosmic Parent.”
However, in the Numerology Guidance
Cards, the repeated-digit number meanings
are simply alternative meanings of the single
number. In other words, 11 is “Individuality,” an alternative meaning of number 1;
22 is “Intuition,” an alternative meaning of
number 2; and 33 is “Communication,” an
alternative meaning of number 3.
(For further information about Master
Numbers, Karmic Debt Numbers, and numerology in general, I suggest you read my book,
The Numerology Guidebook. Although a deeper
understanding of numerology isn’t essential
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to work with your Numerology Guidance Cards,
it will certainly enhance your ability to interpret the meanings of the cards.)
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1
neW BeGInnInGs
This card indicates a time of new beginnings, where there will be plenty of opportunities to create a fresh start. These
opportunities play a very important part in
catapulting you to where you need to be,
so it’s in your best interest to follow them
wherever they may lead. By drawing this
card, you’re being encouraged to find the
inner strength and courage to step into the
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unknown—to feel the fear and do it anyway
and create a brand-new life.
New opportunities may present themselves in the area of relationships, home, or
career. There might be a chance to move,
study, or travel; or embark on an exciting
new endeavor. Regardless, you must pay attention to the signs and seize the moment
when it arises. When you’re open to new
beginnings, the Universe will send you the
next logical step to take.
In order to improve your current situation, you are being asked to adjust to, and
harmonize with, the natural rhythm and
cycles of your life—cycles that are leading
you toward an exciting new beginning. So be
optimistic and ambitious, and move with the
changing tides. Embrace the mystery in the
unknown and you will make your dreams
come true.
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Afﬁrmation: I embrace new beginnings
and make my dreams come true.
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2
PAtIenCe
This card indicates a time to stop and
enjoy the present moment, as nothing more
can be done to achieve the outcome you desire. Rather than take action, you are being
asked to evaluate your progress and clarify
your dreams, which will help you manifest
them sooner.
This card also indicates a need to take your
time and pace yourself instead of making hasty
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plans and decisions. Failure to do so could result in stress and disappointment. This is an
opportunity to focus all your energy and attention on visualizing your dreams, as opposed to
pushing against the obstacles standing in your
way. Surrender the outcome to the Universe
and get on with living your life. Allow things
to come to fruition in Divine order and timing.
In order to improve your current situation,
you are being asked to adjust to, and harmonize with, the natural rhythm and cycles of
your life—cycles that are encouraging you to
be patient and still. Stillness is the key to receiving clear and accurate guidance, and patience
will help you attract the outcome you desire.
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Afﬁrmation: I patiently trust,
and surrender the outcome to the Divine.
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3
CReAtIVItY
This card indicates a need to reconnect
with your creative side to improve your quality of life and align yourself with Source. By
drawing this card, you are being encouraged
to step out of your practical, logical mind and
the seriousness of life in order to partake in
lighthearted endeavors that are stimulating and fun. Playful creative expression is
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important because it raises your vibration,
which brings you closer to your dreams.
This is a time to immerse yourself in any
creative endeavor that lifts your spirits and
makes you feel good. It might take the form
of playing a musical instrument, painting,
writing, cooking, jewelry making, decorating,
sewing, photography, landscaping, dancing,
or designing—it doesn’t matter what it is as
long as it brings you joy. Through playful creative expression, you can heal disharmony in
your body . . . and disharmony in your life.
In order to improve your current situation, you are being asked to adjust to, and harmonize with, the natural rhythm and cycles
of your life—cycles that are encouraging you
to express yourself creatively. It’s now time
to use your imagination and see the world
through the eyes of a child. For in rediscovering the creativity of your youth, you will rediscover the magic in your life.
Afﬁrmation: Through playful creative expression,
I make my dreams come true.
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4
PeRseVeRAnCe
This card indicates a time to keep moving forward as you strive to achieve your
hopes and dreams—because despite your
current challenges, success is well within
your reach. You are never given more than
you can handle, and you have the strength
and ability to make it through . . . so face
your challenges head-on with determination, courage, and faith. With perseverance
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and persistence, you can make your dreams
come true.
By drawing this card, you are being encouraged to cultivate mental resilience and
stability, since a calm and stable mind creates
a calm and stable life. Make yourself aware
of the negative thoughts and beliefs that are
currently influencing you, and muster up the
strength to develop a positive state of mind.
In order to improve your current situation, you are being asked to adjust to, and
harmonize with, the natural rhythm and cycles of your life—cycles that are encouraging
you to persevere through your obstacles and
challenges. Call on heavenly assistance when
you need it, and have faith in your ability to
create an exceptional life.
Afﬁrmation: With perseverance and persistence,
I create an exceptional life.
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5
CHAnGe
This card indicates a time of expected and
unexpected change, when anything can happen and usually does. By drawing this card, you
are being encouraged to think of your life as
an adventure in which exciting opportunities
could appear at any moment. Rather than fearing the unfamiliar and unknown, you are urged
to embrace expansion, movement, and change.
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This is a time to go with the flow and open
yourself to opportunities that will improve your
quality of life. Anything is possible, and the
wheels are set in motion, so be sure to play your
part by moving closer to your dreams. You may
be called upon to make changes in your mindset, relationships, residence, lifestyle, or career—
wherever a shift is needed to serve your greater
good. It is time to broaden your horizons and
re-spark your passion for life.
In order to improve your current situation,
you are being asked to adjust to, and harmonize with, the natural rhythm and cycles of
your life—cycles that are leading you toward a
time of movement and change. Procrastination,
resistance, and fear only take you out of alignment, so surrender yourself to the opportunities
that are about to present themselves. Trust that
you’re Divinely loved and guided, and you’ll be
shown the way.
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Afﬁrmation: I accept, and surrender to,
the changes that improve my quality of life.
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6
LoVe
This card indicates a need to see the
world through the eyes of love, and to remember at all times that only love is real.
When you look beyond the illusion to see
the beauty in the world, you align yourself
with Source and the intentions of your soul.
Because you attract what you are, when you
see through the eyes of love, that’s what will
surround you in all areas of your life.
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This card also indicates a need to go
within to recognize and address any limiting thoughts and beliefs that are holding you
back from experiencing love. This is a time
when you must ask yourself, Am I truly open
to giving and receiving love? Do I truly believe I
am worthy of love? and Do I really believe that
love exists for me? because love only comes
when you believe that it exists, when you’re
open to giving and receiving it, and when
you know that you are worthy.
In order to improve your current situation, you are being asked to adjust to, and
harmonize with, the natural rhythm and
cycles of your life—cycles that are encouraging you to see and believe in love. When you
believe in yourself and cherish your life as it
is today, love will embrace you in ways you’ve
never known. Unconditional love of self and
others will attract more love into your life.
Afﬁrmation: I see through the eyes of love,
and attract more love into my life.
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7
PeRsonAL
GRoWtH
This card indicates a time of significant
growth and improvement, when you are being
encouraged to be the best you can be. This is a
time to ask yourself, Who am I? What do I want
from my life, and what is preventing me from achieving it? When you ask yourself these questions,
observe whatever comes up. Then acknowledge your mental and physical limitations, set
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realistic goals for overcoming them, and take
the necessary steps to follow through. With
desire and determination, you can reach your
full potential.
By drawing this card, you are being encouraged to investigate anything that helps raise
your conscious awareness and enhances your
self-esteem. It may be a book, CD, online seminar, workshop, health program, yoga practice,
or meditation; or it may be working with an energy worker, therapist, or life coach—whatever
suits your needs. A step in this direction, regardless of what it is, will set you up for life.
In order to improve your current situation,
you are being asked to adjust to, and harmonize
with, the natural rhythm and cycles of your
life—cycles that are leading you toward a time
of significant growth and improvement. As you
improve yourself, you improve your quality of
life. As you raise your awareness, you align yourself with Source. This is all you need to make
your dreams come true.
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Afﬁrmation: As I improve myself,
I improve the circumstances of my life.
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8
MAnIFestAtIon
This card indicates a need to acknowledge the power of your mind and your ability
to manifest your desires. You are being urged
to familiarize yourself with the Law of Attraction and clarify your wants and needs, for you
have entered a powerful cycle of Divine manifestation. Provided that your dreams serve the
greater good, as well as the intentions of your
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soul, the Universe will assist you in making
them come true.
By drawing this card, you are being reminded that successful manifestation requires
more than just positive and wishful thinking.
You must also surrender the outcome to the
Divine and detach from the results. Remember
that the Law of Attraction works both ways,
so pay attention to your doubts, worries, and
fears, and monitor your negative thoughts.
Then focus predominantly on what you want,
rather than what you fear or don’t want.
In order to improve your current situation,
you are being asked to adjust to, and harmonize with, the natural rhythm and cycles of
your life—cycles that are leading you toward
a time of manifestation. By making peace with
your life as it is today and appreciating what
you already have, you will create the life you’ve
always imagined.
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Afﬁrmation: I use my thoughts to
make my dreams come true.
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9
CoMPLetIon
This card indicates a time of necessary
endings and completion in preparation for
new beginnings.
By drawing this card, you are being encouraged to let go of the old to make way for
the new. This may relate to a particular mindset, behavior, friendship, job, residence, or
relationship you have outgrown; or it could
indicate the completion of a karmic lesson,
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period of study, or contractual obligation.
Either way, this card serves as confirmation
that you must move forward with confidence
and courage toward bigger and better things.
Have no fear of the unknown, for you are
being Divinely accompanied and guided.
This card serves as confirmation that you
are definitely on the right path, so surrender
yourself to the changes that are occurring,
and you’ll be led to where you need to be.
Spend quiet time alone to connect with your
inner guidance, for in the silence, you will be
given the next logical step to take.
In order to improve your current situation, you are being asked to adjust to, and
harmonize with, the natural rhythm and cycles of your life—cycles that are leading you
toward a time of endings and completion. So
let go of what no longer serves you, spread
your wings, and trust in the Divine to show
you the way.
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Afﬁrmation: It is safe to surrender to
the magical future that awaits me.
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10
KARMIC
CoMPLetIon
This card indicates the end of a karmic
lesson or cycle where you have successfully
cleared a contract or debt from your past. This
could refer to a challenging situation you have
recently conquered in your life or a troubling
experience with an individual that involved a
great deal of effort or pain. Even though there
are ongoing lessons to confront throughout the
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course of your life, you will never have to experience this particular lesson again.
This card also represents the “wheel of fortune,” where whatever goes up must also come
down. Just as the tides are constantly ebbing
and flowing, you are being encouraged to adapt
to both the highs and lows in your life. For it is
in your ability to adapt that you will make your
dreams come true. By stating “This too shall
pass” in the face of each and every experience,
you will remain centered, grounded, and stable.
In order to better your current situation,
you are being asked to adjust to, and harmonize with, the natural rhythm and cycles of
your life—cycles that have cleared you of a
karmic debt from your past. So pat yourself
on the back and acknowledge your efforts and
achievements. By continuing to face your challenges head-on and treating others with love
and respect, you will be rewarded beyond your
wildest dreams.
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Afﬁrmation: I clear debts from my past
and create a happy, harmonious life.
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11
InDIVIDUALItY
This card indicates a need to embrace
your individuality and be your true, authentic self. Rather than follow the crowd, you’re
being guided to break away from the pack
and “take the road less traveled.” Instead of
feeling like you’re a square peg in a round
hole, you’re being encouraged to build your
own “square hole.” By drawing this card, you
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are being called upon to step up to the plate
and celebrate your uniqueness.
At this time, you must have the courage
to speak your truth and march to the beat of
your own drum despite the opinions of those
around you. What others think of you isn’t
your business anyway, and it’s impossible to
please everybody, so you must focus on pleasing yourself. As you honor your individuality
and feelings, you will reclaim your personal power and enhance your connection to
Source. When you do so, you can make your
dreams come true.
In order to improve your current situation, you are being asked to adjust to, and
harmonize with, the natural rhythm and cycles of your life—cycles that are encouraging
you to embrace your individuality. As you
step into your power as your true, authentic self, you will improve your relationships
with others and your overall quality of life.
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Afﬁrmation: I embrace my individuality
and become my true, authentic self.
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13
eFFoRt
This card indicates a time when extra effort is required to overcome your current obstacles and challenges, as you are now being
tested, and your attitude is the key. Rather
than surrender to self-pity, laziness, negativity, or frustration, you must utilize your inner
power, for you are stronger than you think.
When the going gets tough, the tough must
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get going. So pull yourself together, and have
faith in your success.
By drawing this card, you are being encouraged to call upon your inner and outer
resources to achieve the outcome you desire.
Rather than succumb to quick-fi x solutions,
shortcuts, or manipulation, you must plan,
focus, and act with tenacity and drive. With
effort and determination, you will break
through all restrictions that are presently
holding you back.
In order to improve your current situation, you are being asked to adjust to, and
harmonize with, the natural rhythm and
cycles of your life—cycles that require you to
put extra effort into overcoming your challenges. Never, ever give up . . . and your success is guaranteed.
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Afﬁrmation: With optimism, faith,
and effort, I overcome my challenges.
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14
MoDeRAtIon
This card indicates a need to exercise restraint and self-control in every area of your
life. Perhaps you are overeating, drinking too
much alcohol, smoking, overmedicating or
taking drugs, overspending, exercising excessively, consuming too much sugar or coffee,
gambling, or otherwise overindulging or engaging in obsessive or aggressive behavior.
If so, this card serves as a gentle and loving
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reminder that behaviors such as these can
delay the manifestation of your dreams.
This card also indicates a need to balance
your desire for freedom and adventure with
your responsibilities, because by honoring
your commitments, you will prevent the buildup of karmic debt. By choosing to live as your
higher self rather than giving in to your lower
tendencies, you align with Source and the intentions of your soul. Everybody has a shadow
side that needs to be acknowledged, embraced,
and loved. But when you learn to rise above it,
you can make your dreams come true.
In order to improve your current situation,
you are being asked to adjust to, and harmonize with, the natural rhythm and cycles of
your life—cycles that are encouraging you to
exercise temperance and moderation. Have
the courage to seek professional—or Divine—
assistance if needed. You don’t have to go it
alone; you can call upon your heavenly helpers for inner strength and courage.
Afﬁrmation: With temperance and moderation,
I create balance in my life.
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16
ReBIRtH
This card indicates a time of major transition and transformation that will result in
significant personal growth. By drawing this
card, you have entered a period of spiritual
awakening and rebirth, where you have the
opportunity to align with your higher self
and the overarching principles that guide
you. This is where you surrender to the
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changes around you and prepare to be the
best you can be.
You are being encouraged to trust and
believe that a magical future awaits, but first
you need to let go of the old in order to experience the new. Take time to reevaluate your
core values and reexamine your life, then
eliminate any superficial foundations that
don’t align with your higher self and your
dreams. This is a time to recognize and rise
above any ego-based thoughts and behaviors, for humility and authenticity are the
keys to your success.
In order to improve your current situation, you are being asked to adjust to, and
harmonize with, the natural rhythm and
cycles of your life—cycles that are leading
you toward a higher level of understanding
and awareness. This transformation is inevitable, so know that this is a very exciting
time . . . for you are about to become the best
you can be.
Afﬁrmation: Through personal transformation,
I reach my greatest potential.
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19
PRIDe
This card indicates a need to swallow your
pride to improve your current situation and
your quality of life. By admitting when you’re
wrong and choosing to see another’s point of
view (whether this person is right or wrong),
you raise your vibration, which brings you
closer to your dreams. The bottom line is: if
you want to create a happy, harmonious life,
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you must let go of your need to be right or
in control.
To overpower, belittle, or punish another
goes against the nature of your soul and takes
you out of alignment. Yet when you have the
courage to own up to your mistakes, you align
yourself with Source. Admitting when you’re
wrong builds character, inner strength, and
self-esteem. It opens the door for resolution
and creates better relationships with others.
Stubbornness and pride get you nowhere, but
humility and compromise bring you closer to
the realization of your dreams.
In order to improve your current situation,
you are being asked to adjust to, and harmonize with, the natural rhythm and cycles of
your life—cycles that are encouraging you to
rise above your ego. Rather than go it alone because you’re too stubborn to back down, you
must cooperate with others. When you swallow your pride, you can make your dreams
come true.
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Afﬁrmation: I admit my mistakes
and improve my quality of life.
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22
IntUItIon
This card encourages you to trust your
inner guidance and to embrace the intuitive
wisdom that resides within your soul. By drawing this card, you are being urged to honor your
sensitivity at all times and to prioritize your premonitions and hunches above practicality and
logic. This isn’t a time to be influenced by others’ opinions or to betray your inner guidance
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in order to fit in. Instead, you must trust your
intuition, for it will never let you down.
You are now being encouraged to spend
quiet time alone. Nature and the outdoors will
enhance your connection to Source and align
your soul with Mother Earth. Likewise, regular
prayer, meditation, listening to beautiful music,
mindful breathing, and exercises such as yoga
or Qigong will enhance your intuition and help
develop your clairvoyant, clairaudient, clairsentient, and claircognizant abilities.
In order to improve your current situation,
you are being asked to adjust to, and harmonize
with, the natural rhythm and cycles of your
life—cycles that are encouraging you to trust
your inner guidance. When you’re indecisive
and unsure, always go within, for your intuition
knows the path that serves your greater good.
When you trust in yourself and your connection to the Divine, you will synchronistically be
led to where you need to be.
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Afﬁrmation: My intuition leads
me to where I need to be.
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26
LoVe
PARtneRsHIP
This card indicates a time when a romantic relationship is about to enter your
life. Perhaps you are single and are about
to meet a special someone. Or maybe your
current relationship is about to progress to
a deeper level of understanding and commitment. Either way, love is just around the
corner—provided you believe.
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In the meantime, you’re being encouraged to focus on what you have to offer,
rather than what you’d like to receive. By
doing so, you will attract a mutually loving
relationship that serves both parties’ needs.
Remember, you must believe that love exists
in order to attract it into your life. So work on
any limiting beliefs or negative thoughts you
may have about love.
In order to improve your current situation, you are being asked to adjust to, and
harmonize with, the natural rhythm and
cycles of your life—cycles that are leading
you toward a romantic love relationship. So,
love and appreciate yourself as you are today.
Embrace your imperfections, and be assured
that you are worthy of love. Your loved one
will appear when you know without a doubt
that you are lovable and deserving.
Afﬁrmation: I don’t know how . . .
I don’t know when . . . but love is on its way.
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27
sPIRItUAL
PARtneRsHIP
This card indicates a time when a significant spiritual relationship is about to be forged.
Perhaps it comes in the form of a friendship between like-minded souls on a similar journey
toward enlightenment. Or maybe it’s a master/
disciple relationship where an important individual enters your life. The saying goes, “When
the student is ready, the teacher will appear,”
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and when yours arrives, he or she will assist you
in expanding your spiritual growth.
During the course of this relationship, you
will play the role of both teacher and student,
and the wisdom gained from this experience
will enhance your connection to Source. Perhaps a spiritually minded person will broaden
your understanding of the Divine. Maybe you
become a catalyst in another’s spiritual journey
and help that individual on his or her path. Regardless of the form this spiritual relationship
takes, it will serve your greater good.
In order to improve your current situation,
you are being asked to adjust to, and harmonize
with, the natural rhythm and cycles of your
life—cycles that are leading you toward a significant spiritual relationship. So pay attention to
the speakers, teachers, and authors whose teachings you respect. Be on the lookout for people
on a journey similar to your own. Embrace the
opportunity to enhance your spiritual growth.
Afﬁrmation: Through a sacred spiritual
relationship, I deepen my connection to Source.
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